PARTS IN CARTON:

BOUTIQUE PIPE U-SHAPED HANGRAIL BRACKETS (1 EACH)

BOUTIQUE PIPE 12" L-SHAPED HANGRAIL BRACKETS (2 EACH)

BOUTIQUE PIPE 4’ DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL (1 EACH)

DRYWALL ANCHOR (16 EACH)  COUNTERSINK SCREW (16 EACH)

YOU WILL NEED TO SUPPLY YOUR OWN TAPE MEASURE, LEVEL, DRILL OR SCREWDRIVER FOR INSTALLATION.
STEP 1
PLACE THE FIRST OUTRIGGER ASSEMBLY **LEVEL** AND **VERTICAL** AGAINST THE WALL AND MARK EACH MOUNTING PLATE HOLE LOCATION. (SEE FIGURE 1) MEASURE 24\(\frac{7}{8}\)" BETWEEN THE CENTER OF THE OUTRIGGERS, AND MARK MOUNTING HOLE LOCATIONS.

**FIGURE 1**

![Diagram of mounting plate with marked hole locations and 24\(\frac{7}{8}\)" measurement from center to center.]
STEP 2

Using the wall screw as a drill bit, screw into the wall then remove. Install dry wall anchors into each hole. (See Figure 2)

STEP 3

Align the outrigger mounting plates with the holes then insert a screw into each hole, then tighten. Repeat for each outrigger (See Figure 3)
STEP 4
PLACE THE U-SHAPED HANGRAIL ON TO THE OUTRIGGER, THEN PLACE THE L-SHAPED BRACKETS ON TO THE OUTRIGGER, FINALLY PLACE THE DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL INTO THE BRACKET.
PARTS IN CARTON:

- BOUTIQUE PIPE U-SHAPED HANGRAIL BRACKETS (2 EACH)
- DRYWALL ANCHOR (16 EACH)
- COUNTERSINK SCREW (16 EACH)
- BOUTIQUE PIPE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS (2 EACH)

YOU WILL NEED TO SUPPLY YOUR OWN TAPE MEASURE, LEVEL, DRILL OR SCREWDRIVER FOR INSTALLATION.
STEP 1-3
PLEASE REFERENCE PAGES 4 AND 5 FOR OUTRIGGER WALL MOUNTING.

STEP 4
PLACE EACH U-SHAPED HANGRAIL ON TO THE OUTRIGGER IN THE DESIRED LOCATION.
PARTS IN CARTON:

BOUTIQUE PIPE 3" L-SHAPED HANGRAIL BRACKETS (4 EACH)

BOUTIQUE PIPE 4' DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL (2 EACH)

DRYWALL ANCHOR (16 EACH) COUNTERSINK SCREW (16 EACH)

YOU WILL NEED TO SUPPLY YOUR OWN TAPE MEASURE, LEVEL, DRILL OR SCREWDRIVER FOR INSTALLATION.
STEP 1-3
PLEASE REFERENCE PAGES 4 AND 5 FOR OUTRIGGER WALL MOUNTING.

STEP 4
PLACE EACH L-SHAPED HANGRAIL ON TO THE OUTRIGGER IN THE DESIRED LOCATION. NEXT PLACE THE DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL INTO THE BRACKETS.
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
#60869 #60872-BOUTIQUE PIPE OUTRIGGER SYSTEM KIT 4

PARTS IN CARTON:

- BOUTIQUE PIPE 12" L-SHAPED HANGRAIL BRACKETS (4 EACH)
- BOUTIQUE PIPE 4' DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL (2 EACH)
- DRYWALL ANCHOR (16 EACH)
- COUNTERSINK SCREW (16 EACH)
- BOUTIQUE PIPE OUTRIGGER UPRIGHTS (2 EACH)

YOU WILL NEED TO SUPPLY YOUR OWN TAPE MEASURE, LEVEL, DRILL OR SCREWDRIVER FOR INSTALLATION.
STEP 1-3
PLEASE REFERENCE PAGES 4 AND 5 FOR OUTRIGGER WALL MOUNTING.

STEP 4
PLACE EACH L-SHAPED HANGRAIL ON TO THE OUTRIGGER IN THE DESIRED LOCATION. NEXT PLACE THE DIMENSIONAL HANGRAIL INTO THE BRACKETS.